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The Web

•  A network of interlinked 
computers, protocols, 
software and applications

•  A socio-cultural 
phenomenon

•  Changed society over the 
last 20 years
–  work, trade, education, 

science, entertainment, 
culture….

•  Rapidly evolving
–  underlying technologies
–  usage

•  Huge
–  180,000,000 active web sites
–  4.75 Billion pages indexed by 

Google & Bing2

1 www.techmadeeasy.co.uk/2014/01/18/many-websites-january-2014/ 
2 www.worldwidewebsize.com/ 



Technological strata

•  Backend
–  Building a Web “site”
–  Large complex programs!

•  Formats and representations
–  Documents: HTML and CSS
–  Data: XML, JSON, RDF
–  Knowledge: OWL

•  Frontend
–  Rich End User Experience
–  Mash ups
–  Social networks

http://www.ibm.com/developerworks/ibm/library/it-booch_web/ 



ACS Theme: Data on the Web 

•  We examine
–  web oriented & inspired technologies
–  design choices & their impact on relevant properties

•  You get
–  practical skills
–  theoretical and conceptual understanding
–  appreciation of the design trade offs

This theme aims to provide students with core concepts, 
formalisms, issues & techniques which are being used to 
facilitate the move from 
 a web of documents, to  
 a web of documents, data and applications. 



Course Units in this Theme

•  COMP60411: Modelling Data on the Web
–  Data models:

§  which data model & format to use for what kind of data?  

§  how to describe “legal” data? 
§  how to manipulate it? 
§  …in a robust, suitable way

•  COMP62421: Querying Data on the Web
–  Query Processing:

§  how query answering systems are built 

§  how query processing is made efficient
§  …for different data models



Pre-Requisites

•  for both: a background in Databases
–  a good UG module “Fundamentals of Databases”
–  remember tables, SQL queries, Joins,…

•  for both: being happy to 
–  think things through
–  analyse pros & cons
–  understand technically challenging concepts

•  for COMP60411: confident Java programming 



COMP60411: Modelling Data on the Web

•  Is about data models:

•  when to use which data model/formalism/…
•  how to use them well: 

–  robustness
–  affordances
–  error handling

W1 W2-4 W5

data model Tables Trees Graphs

formalisms SQL XML, PSVI, JSON RDF

schema languages SQL RelaxNG, XML Schema, Schematron RDFS

manipulation SQL SAX, DOM, XQuery SPARQL 



COMP60411: Modelling Data on the Web

•  Starts next week
•  Taught by Bijan Parsia and me���

•  Assessment: 50% coursework, 50% exam

•  Weekly coursework:
–  quiz
–  short essay
–  programming/data manipulation task 
–  modelling task

•  We expect you to read



COMP62421: Querying Data on the Web

•  is about Query processing over different data models:
–  tables: relational data in W1-2
–  trees: XML in W3 
–  graphs: RDF in W4, JSON in W5

•  Query processing:  a query expression is 
1.  mapped into internal form, then 
2.  optimized by rewriting and cost-based analysis, then 
3.  evaluated

W1 W2 W3 W4 W5

Morning Relational Optimization XQuery SPARQL NoSQL

Early Afternoon Model & 
Languages

Execution Optimization/
Execution

Optimization/
Execution

Execution

Late Afternoon Labs Labs Labs Labs Labs



COMP62421: Querying Data on the Web

•  Starts after Reading week
•  Taught by Alvaro Fernandes

•  Assessment: 50% coursework, 50% exam

•  Weekly coursework:
–  quiz
–  short essay
–  problem solving questions
–  hands-on system interaction

•  We expect you to read



Research Related to this Theme

•  UoM is a Leading Research Centre in Ontology 
Engineering, Language Design and Semantic Applications

•  Instrumental in W3C Standardization
–  Web Ontology Language OWL
–  Simple Knowledge Organisation Systems SKOS
–  SPARQL Query language

•  Tool Development
–  OWL API, Protégé, FaCT++, SWOOP

•  Applications
–  (Semantic) Web-based ���

information systems in���
Life Sciences, Biohealth, … 



Is it for me?

•  This theme is not for those who 
–  just want to build web sites
–  don’t like to “get their hands dirty”
–  don’t like to read around the subject 

•  This theme is for those who 
–  are seeking a deeper understanding of 

§  the technologies used to support the ���
continuing evolution of the Web

§  related concepts, trade-offs, etc 

http://www.flickr.com/photos/-bast-/349497988/ 



Data on the Web fits nicely with

1.  Semester: Learning from Data ���
     or other themes

2.  Semester: Ontology Engineering & Automated Reasoning 
              or other themes

Questions?  


